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GTNews4Crew is a simple, customisable, cost effective news solution, providing your crew
with access to ‘always on’ news.
Good variety, delivered efficiently - allows for the ability to send thousands of news articles to vessels every day,
without using large volumes of data. By compressing and supplying the articles to the vessel, crew are then able to read
the articles locally with no additional data consumption.
Content and Delivery Options - for a customisable
solution which can be managed at vessel or fleet level,
allowing for news feeds to be tailored to suit the language
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An easy to use and simple addition to your crew
welfare solution.

Benefits of GTNews4Crew
✔ Easy to deploy - installs seamlessly on vessels.
✔ Shipboard News Server - allows crew to
access whatever news content they want
without incurring additional data charges.

✔ Customisable - adjust links, frequency,
country, category and even size via a simple
to use dashboard.

✔ Tailored to crew - choose the articles
delivered to each vessel by crew nationality.
Unlimited languages for all your crew members.

✔ Ability to use crew devices - view articles on
the vessel’s internal network by crew using their
own devices.

To find out more about how GTNews4Crew can enhance
your crew package speak to our sales team today.
E: sales@gtmaritime.com T: +44 (0) 1925 818918

